
 
Main Identity  

From: "Mark Lucke" <marklucke@willcoxradio.com>
To: "John Oberreuter" <johnob3381@yahoo.com>; "John Oberreuter" <joacct@yahoo.com>; "Victor 

Michael" <vicmichael1@gmail.com>; <VicMichael@aol.com>; "Todd Robinson" 
<cottonbay@aol.com>; "Jimmy Stinson" <jstinson@lwrn.org>; " Jon Robinson" 
<jonrobinson@windstream.net>; "Shannon Brown" <smbrown1219@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, May 03, 2019 9:54 AM
Subject: Reporting problems at the radio station, studio and property
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5/3/2019

I am hereby reporting to you that the weeds are overgrown at the studio and are in violation of FCC 
rules regarding “maintaining the property”. The studio property needs to be mowed and maintained 
which I have managed to do since 2003. I am also reporting to you that the KHIL tower beacon is not 
working correctly again. I managed to fix it last time. The KHIL tower has three, side marker lights out 
and they need to be replaced, in fact, all the tower beacon light and all four side marker lights will need 
to be replaced at that time to prevent light failure and FCC and FAA fines. This will need to be repaired 
by a tower maintenance company. As happened all last year with temperatures soaring inside the studio 
to over one hundred degrees, because the HVAC has been broken since December 2017, the 
expensive on air automation computers are being effected again this year by the heat now over 90 
degrees the past couple of weeks, the computers are over heating and dropping off air. KHIL and 
KWCX have been affected on several occasions the past two weeks. The KWCX on air computer has 
over heated and shut down twice in the past two weeks for over an hour each time because of the heat. I 
have used every personal fan I own since December 2017 to try to keep the automation computers cool 
as best I can on my own with zero income or resources. With my big exhaust fan burning up last month 
the temperature in the on air room has soared. 
  
As you have not paid me a single cent of my salary for over a year now (since April 1st 2018) and you 
have forwarded all KHIL business mail to your personal PO Box, closed the shared KHIL bank account 
at Chase Bank and opened your own personal KHIL bank account, without any notification to me, so I 
have no access to either the business mail or the business banking or the resources, then the above listed 
problems are your responsibility. You have made it impossible for me to do my job other than the 
absolute minimum to keep the radio stations on air and within FCC regulations best I can within the zero 
resources afforded me. Finally, I will print this email and upload it into the KHIL FCC Public File 
Database as verification that I have made you aware of these situations listed above on this date.  
  
  
Mark Lucke, General Manager   
KHIL, KWQR, KWCX & KAZK  PO Box 542 Willcox,AZ 85644  520-384-4626    www.willcoxradio.com 

                                                         
  
  


